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• Pomeranz 2000: extreme inequality, slavery & colonial 
domination played a central role in the rise of Europe 
and the industrial revolution.  
In 1860, 75% of cotton used in European textile came 
from US South slavery plantations

• Key role of « ecological constraint ». Very fast 
deforestation 1500-1800. Globalization & colonialism 
allowed to relax the constraint.                                                                                    
In 1830s, total British imports = 10 millions ha land, i.e. 
the equivalent of 1.5-2 additional Britain in arable land.                                              
Ecological accounting more suitable than monetary 
accounting for the study of long run development: 
relative price fallacy



• But this certainly does not imply that extreme inequality was 
necessary for development to take place in 18c-19c:                                     
a more egalitarian globalization could have delivered even 
faster development (& more sustainable), with a more 
equitable labour regime and a less hierarchical international 
order, without slavery and colonialism

• To a large extent this is what happened during 20c: thanks to 
the rise of the labor movement and major social-political 
change (rise of social state, democratisation of education, 
progressive taxation), we see during the 20c a long-run 
evolution toward more equality & more prosperity, at the 
domestic level and to some extent at the international level

• This could & should continue during 21c. Narratives matter.



Contents of « A Brief History of Equality »
• Chapter 1. The Movement toward Equality: The First Milestones
• Chapter 2. The Slow Deconcentration of Power and Property
• Chapter 3. The Heritage of Slavery and Colonialism
• Chapter 4. The Question of Reparations
• Chapter 5. Revolution, Status, and Class
• Chapter 6. The “Great Redistribution”: 1914–1980
• Chapter 7. Democracy, Socialism, and Progressive Taxation
• Chapter 8. Real Equality against Discrimination
• Chapter 9. Exiting Neocolonialism
• Chap. 10. Toward a Democratic, Ecological & Multicultural Socialism
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